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about me

I am an experienced, hands on Brand and Media Manager in charge of a
small team in control of all marketing material for a leading commercial
bespoke electrical distribution products and solutions business.

stays or goes. Combining my skills as a graphic & web designer, with my
knowledge of content marketing and branding allows me to provide a full
service from content design for web or print.

For the last ten years I have been creating content, both digital and print,
for a commercial business where technical information needs to be easily
digested by non-technical people. This includes designing all marketing
material (brochures, price lists, website illustrations, photography and
copy), website design and development, exhibition and showroom design
and adverts and email newsletters. Always trying to see the customer’s
point of view has been the key to success. Researching the target audience,
speaking to, and questioning the end user brings a clearer perspective on
the best way to deliver the information they need.

In a digital and soon to be “mobile first world”, there are now multiple
audience platforms available to businesses. With customer expectations
of their suppliers continuing to rise, advances in automation, measurable
insights and a strong focus on user experience, navigation simplicity are all
now major factors to the success of a business within this new digital age.
In the past 5 years, after executing a robust digital and brand strategy of
Oﬃce Electrics, now “OE Electrics” has since rebranded, boasted a 50%
growth in revenue and 104% growth in digital interaction, from 28,000 to
60,000 monthly unique impressions at an average session time of 4 mins
per user.

Being proficient in both 2D and 3D design, along side my skills as a copywriter
have allowed me to communicate ideas, both simple and complicated to
customers and clients. I am very passionate about design and ensuring
that good design is making a difference to whether a potential customer

skill set
Brand Management
Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Premiere Pro
After Effects
Dreamweaver

I have successfully written award applications and the company has
recently won Manufacturer of the year2019 for Insider Made In Yorkshire
Awards 2019. I have also completed the application for the Queen’s Award
for Export and find out in April if we have won.

Autodesk Inventor
Autodesk AutoCAD
Autodesk Showcase
Sketchup
Photography
Exhibition design and
project management
MS Oﬃce

PLUTO BRAND
Unlike

the

company’s

earlier

products,

PLUTO
was a far more fun and friendly product that could
potentially be sold domestically. Therefore the branding
had to reflect that aspect. I also wanted to demonstrate
the sharing and versatility of the unit. The unit would
be available in most colours and a host of immersion
graphics which helped the branding and product fall
into the ‘fun- factor’.
I produced:
brochure,
postcards,
webpages,
magazine adverts
Exhibition stand
Newsletters,
product photograpy
animation
copy

Brief:

To create a brand and suitable marketing material for a new
product which represented the product in a more modern way
than previous, more traditional brochures.
‘Taking the design of the product I created eight icons to illustrate
the versatility of the product in a fun and colourful way. Along
with high quality photography and further, more technical,
illustrations a comprehensive brochure was produced.
The product logo went through various stages eventually
finishing with a simple icon next to the name of the product
using Neuropol typeface.’

Product branding and brochure

Product brochure
Brief:
To produce a brochure to adequately illustrate the
benifits of using pathfinder cable management system
over competitors system

Pathfinder Brochure needed to be, a very

comprehesive overview of the product which
attracted both Architects and Designers, as
well as engineers, as the product had benefits
to both parties and would need to be liked by
both in order to get specified. I used a series of
3d renders and photographs as well as technical
drawings produced in CAD and illustrator.
I produced:
brochure,
postcards,
webpages,
magazine adverts
Exhibition stand
Newsletters,
product photograpy
animation
copy

Product Brochure, Website and Branding
Brief:
To create a strong brand for
a new company and product
within the central heating sector.

The Eco2Boost brand needed to be both
strong, serious, but show a environmental
side. Using a series of 3d renders and graphics

I produced a brochure and website that could
illustrate the benefits of the system in a simple,
easy to understand way.

Brief:
To create a fresh brand for a new
product with a lot of competition.

OE Electrics had designed a great new
product to compliment their existing
range. Because TUF-charge was so vertatile it

needed to separate itself a little from the parent
brand. In order to do this I created a separate
website and brand material. Along with some
great photography I designed a fresh new
brand which would be used in both the UK and
Australia
I produced:
brochure,
website
postcards
adverts
animation

Product Website and Brochure

JPR Gardening is a the creation of Jamie
Robinson, who is a prodigious young gardener

working in the North East of England. With many
years experience as a Gardener, he decided to
get serious and set up a website with branding.
I wanted to keep it simple but topical and
create a website that he would then be able to
manage himself.
WordPress seemed the perfect solution as
Jamie likes his blogs and would be able to build
on the simple site I set up.
I produced:
website
businesscards

Company Website and Branding

Brief:
To create a friendly,
update
website
for
gardener.

easy to
a
local

OperaStory is the creation of Roger Witts
- an expert in all things Opera. He wanted

a simple to navigate site to publich is unusual
articles about opera and also an online store
to sell some of these articles. I designed the
website in Wordpress and used WooCommerce
for the stor side. I also designed the front covers
of the articles to give each subject a distinctive
look

Brief:
To create a friendly, easy to
update website for the sale of
opera articles.

I produced:
website
book covers

Online Opera Magazine

Product branding

Brief:
To come up with a new design for
any sort of new power distribution
unit

Pagoda is a up market power sharing
module for conference tables. Pagoda

was originally designed to make use of an
existing product and give the appearance of a
steel ‘wave’ floating above the surface of the
desk. Once the concept was approved, the
engineer took it on and made it manufacturable
I produced:
3d concept design
webpages
brochure
data sheets

This design was produced for our Australian subsidiary;
Elsafe who didn’t have in house designers. We produce
much of their marketing material including designing
their website.
This particular design was for an exhibition in Sydney
and was to demonstrate the USB charging solutions
the company offered.
The red/pink design was done in support of the exhibition colours

POS Design

Italia UK TV is a new tv channel and production company based in London. I was created late last year and
I was asked to design a logo and promotional material
plus stationary to allow investors to get a sense of what
the channel would be.
The brief was to illustrate that the channel was for three
generations of Italians based in London. The three dots
represent these three generations. The channel also
hopes to provide relevant programmes to all three generations combining the Italian-ness and British-ness of
the Italian community in London.
https://vimeo.com/293941254

Company Branding and Promo Video

In 2014 I’d asked one of my team members to go out
to the oﬃces and production and take loads of photos
and video footage in the hope of creating an end of
year review for the company update meeting.
A month later, I rebranded the company; renaming it
from Oﬃce Electrics to OE Electrics. All the branded
shirts in the video were wrong!
Instead of putting the whole project in the bin I decided
to cut all the content together in a short video. Everyone was so impressed at the company update meeting
that I decided we had to put it out on our website and
YouTube.
It was a complete success and we even had companies
wanting to do business with us based on them seeing
the video.
One of the best returns on creating the video was the
impact it had internally; nobody realised just how much
fun they had a work!
We’ve since made an updated version which has proved
just as popular.

Company Video
https://youtu.
be/1qkMyrd6Dts

Another extremely large project which happens twice
a year and gives us an opportunity to design a great
new product showcase.
An often high anticipated marketing element gives
my team a chance to show off and create something
with a lot of wow factor. A few years ago I decided to
change the format of the company brochure from a
stale product catalogue into a dynamic showcase of
our best work. Using lifestyle shots rather than simple
studio shots, we set a trend in the industry and have
even noticed our American competitors copying our
technique. It was essential that when customers saw
our brochure it portrayed the genuine quality of the
products.

Company
Showcase Brochure

The QikFit range was designed exclusively for Europe
and needed a completely separate website and brochure. It also needed to be translated into German and
French.
As we were working to a tight deadline but had no actual products to photograph, all images were 3d renders produced in house by me and my team. I would
always rather have actual photography than renders,
but in this case, we had no choice. It also gave us an
opportunity to created some ‘exploded’ renders to illustrate how the units were assembled.
As this range and website were aimed at a different
market to usual, we changed design tactics slightly on
how we approached the design. In the first instance,
we did a lot of research into our European competitors, most of whom were German. We then interviewed
potential distributors to see how the website and brochure would best work for them.
All in all an interesting project that is still yet to reach
its full potential.

New Product
Multilingual
Website

pose

fun
stylish
flexible

www.oeelectrics.com | +44 (0) 1924 367255
As people often don’t want to carry around heavy
brochures, I often designed simple postcard product
cards so people could take somethinf away with which
to remember us.

A+

C

It was important that all the photography was in situ
to make it easier for clients to fully understand the
product.

Product Promo
Cards

It took the whole team to produce the company
website. I would design and develop the initial format
using WordPress and then I would use one person to do
all the photography, another to produce all the copy,
although I did a fair bit of this myself, and another
person to administrate the site. For such a large site
that’s being updated all the time, it takes everyone’s
efforts to keep on top of it.
The site is constantly being reviewed to make sure it
easy for our customers to use. We’ve now translated it
into German working closely with our team in Cologne
and are about to translate the site into French and then
Polish. We then plan to create an online quotation
system to ease pressures on the in house quotations
team and enable potential customers to get an instant
quote at any time of the day.

Full Company
Multilingual
Website

PLY is a new unique unit from OE Electrics. It’s unique
because it’s the first wooden unit to be launched into
the market.
The target market is high-end Architects and Designers
who want something that no one else can offer.
For the advert which will go into three industry
publications, I decided not to write any copy and allow
the beautiful images speak for themselves.

New Product
Advert

Sometimes our customers find it diﬃcult to fully
understand how OE products work, or how they can
use them to their best potential.
In response to this, I designed a series of simple
illustrations hopefully to be followed by a video to
allow them to help them understand and pass this on
to their customers.
I’m also in the process of of designing an interactive ppt
for the external sales team to demonstrate to clients as
well an animation to further illutrate the solution.

Solution
Infographic

pssssst....

The subsidury Australian company wanted to take
advantage of the OE brand equity. But rather than
changing its name completely simply changed from
Elsafe to OE Elsafe. this would allow the company to
retain its own adentity, but align itself with the OE
brand.

Have you heard?
Elsafe are becoming
OE Elsafe

I oversee most aspects of the Australian’s marketing
material such as websites and brochures, bu the
inductry is very different so a degree of freedom is
required for them to succeed within the Australian
market.
This poster was to annonce to OE the change in name.

From 1st November 2018
Elsafe Australia Pty will become
OE ELSAFE.
As both companies share many of the
same values and missions, it made
sense for Elsafe to become closer inline
with the OE Electrics’ brand.
Both companies will benefit from the
move; creating an all round better
OE Group and stronger more positive
brand.

Company
Anouncement
Poster

I was commissioned to create and design a rebrand for
a material recycling company.
They were looking for a clean and straight forward
design to separate them from the original company.
I also designed the website and helped with the brand
positioning.

Company
Stationery
Branding

Landing pages have become incredibly important with
regards to launching new products and campaigns.
Allowing the customer to focus on one single product
rather than having to fight their way through multiple
products.
This also removes any chance of decision overload. We
all have to make so many choices each day that given
the opportunity to have that decision made for us is an
easy temptation.
Giving the command ‘click here’ rather than something
like ‘please get in touch’ is more like to get results.
Sometimes it’s easier to be told what to do!

Product
Landing Page

contact
Neil Howson
07734259861
neilhowson@gmail.com
This is just a small selection of my work.
Please visit my website for more...
www.howsondesign.com

